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Brown Appoints Another Race 
Obsessed non-Judge to CA 
Supreme Ct
By Thomas M. Cole JD 

Jerry Brown is taking a cue from our 
current commander in chief. Brown 
has now appointed his third non-
judge radical to the California 
Supreme Court. Brown simply 
forgets the State constitution 
requires all appointees to have been 
a judge for ten years in California.  

Brown	  appoints	  Leondra	  
Kruger-‐Racialist	  
 Instead Moonbeam Jerry has appointed Leondra R. Kruger this month… 
her qualifications?  Well, she has never served as a judge for a start.  

• Never served as an attorney or Judge in 
California. 

• At Harvard Leondra Kruger obsessed 
with race, multiculturalism, cultural 
genocide, racial activism... writing 
hundreds of editorial pieces on these 
topics. Even extolling the Communist led 
SDS riots at Columbia 1968 and 1973, 
led by her later boss, Eric Holder at DOJ. 

• Never once served as a Judge, 
anywhere. 

• Worked primarily for Eric Holder as DOJ 
attorney advocating against Religious 
freedoms. Even Supreme Ct Justice 
Kagan was amazed at Leondra Kruger's 
line of attack on religious freedom... 

....One exchange between Kagan and 
Leondra Kruger, a DOJ lawyer, in which 
Kagan asked, “Do you believe, Ms. Kruger, 
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that a church has a right that’s grounded in the Free Exercise 
Clause and/or the Establishment Clause to institutional 
autonomy with respect to its employees?” 

“We don’t see that line of church autonomy principles in the 
Religious Clause jurisprudence as such,” Kruger said. 

Kagan, who served as Solicitor General under Obama, said it 
was “amazing” that DOJ believed that “neither the Free 
Exercise Clause nor the Establishment Clause has anything 
to say about a church’s relationship with its own employees.” 

So if you're a race baiting, Christian hating, black panther fan I 
guess Leondra Kruger would be a great choice. But is this really what 
California needs right now, or ever? The nation is seeing the racial turmoil 
being wrought by the presidents unhinged racialism. Now Jerry Brown 
seeks to ramp the same up in CA. 

Brown	  appoints	  Tino	  Cuéllar	  -‐	  La	  Rasa	  Internationalist	  
Browns previous appointment in 2013 was Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar or as 
he was known Tino Cuéllar . From Governor Browns page on last years 
Judicial appointment to CA's supreme Court;  
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...The real goal of 
racialism is simply 
using a mob majority 
to vote redistribution 
from the owners. 

America's success 
cannot be legislated to 
a new welfarism 
border hopping 
majority....
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"Tino Cuéllar was born in Matamoros, Mexico and for a number of years 
walked across the border each day to attend school in neighboring 
Brownsville, Texas."  

So you see Tino Cuéllar is not actually a citizen of the USA. As an illegal 
alien I guess Tino will have a unique understanding of our laws. An 
understanding that you need to break them to get ahead. A list of Tino 
Cuéllar qualifications shows the usual hard left, progressive/Marxist tinged 
racialist radical non citizen La Rasa member, CFR member Internationalist; 

• Born in Mexico, jumped the border to gain access to USA education. 
• Never been a judge 
• Not a US citizen. 
• Secrete La Rasa member.  
• Secrete Counsel On Foreign Relations member. 
• Obama-Bidden transition team member 
• Obama's special assistant on Immigration and border policy 
 

 You see Tino Cuéllar is a La Rasa special lawyer member and La Rasa's 
number one goal is ....return the United States to Mexico, (the stated goal 
of La Rasa on their websites)... We can assume La Rasa member Tino 
Cuéllar feels the same way. And what better reason to put this lawbreaker 
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in charge of California's highest court. This record can hardly be a good 
qualification for a judge. Or is it? Does Jerry Brown think an illegal 
immigrant should be lifted up to the high court? Will Tino Cuéllar provide 
hope that someday, all of Mexico and Guatemala are finally freed from evil 
American bondage. Bondage keeping them from achieving the American 
dream. The dream of being an illegal Supreme Court Judge? 

We are seeing a trend here. Jerry brown is nominating racial activists to the 
Supreme court of CA. We have a leftist Governor appointing radical 
lawyers, without any judicial experience to high court judgeships. No 
popular vote, no experience, no moving up the ladder, no judicial record... 
by a lunatic Governor more obsessed with his own legacy than United 
States sovereignty.  

Brown is promoting racialist motivated lawyers who have never been a 
judge anywhere... but are adherents to the Communist party line of racial 
turmoil, hating the USA, hating our legal borders, promoting racial 
compensation  trumped up from imagined and real past discrimination/
nationalism... pushing division, class warfare, racial warfare and 
redistribution, all in exchange for welfarism votes. Note: Officially coining 
the term Welfarism... for Citizen Cole. 

 And note that open borders international banking criminal George Soros, is 
also a big supporter of La Rasa. How interesting that Soros wants USA 
borders open...Tino Cuellar crossed our southern border illegally and now 
is a Supreme Court judge. A judge who will be deciding California 
immigration cases and every other issue to arrive. Could it be the leftist 
moonbeam Jerry is packing the court to insure a flood of malleable new 
welfarism voters from south of the border? 

 Also since Tino Cuéllar is a secret CFR member, he's part of an 
international group that clandestinely adjusts and creates USA opinion to a 
more international stance, one where international and United Nations law 
take precedence over US law, and US sovereignty. The CFR uses it's 
powerful members in media, legislative, judiciary (of which Tino is a 
member) and banking to weaken and destroy US sovereignty. Having Tino 
Cuéllar in the CFR and now a Supreme Court Justice in CA makes sense... 
since he jumped the US border to become a resident alien, and now 
appointed by lunatic leftist America hater Jerry Brown, to open the flood 
gates to all the world because... well because.  

The	  Racialists	  View	  America	  as	  Slave	  Plantation-‐	  Demand	  
Reparations	  
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The world deserves to have an America for their very own because it's not 
been fair that America was successful and the rest of the world was locked 
out in other countries. Countries that were dictator led, unproductive, self 
defeating, leftist inspired desolation models... It's just not fair... and now 
these Brown appointed international, multicultural racialists are going to 
settle the score. They will legislate the ultimate affirmative action, and force 
evil America to give all to those who were denied everything.  

The very notion these racialists operate under is blatantly racist. They 
assume that when they gain in population, they will then have the world of 
American success handed to them. This thinking springs from their 
mistaken notion that America is as racist as  La Rasa members are. These 
racialists believe that when their populations out vote native US 
populations... then they can vote in their own new approved versions of 
race discrimination, creating one giant affirmative action nation across all 
the States, across the nation. Then there will be equality... 
 
Such thinking is utter insanity. 
Thinking the cure for ancient 
discrimination is new, 
institutionalized government forced 
discrimination... but this notion is 
the result of several generations of 
FRD type nanny state combined 
with Communist fifth column 
subversion of academia and 
media... Truly the communists don't 
care if a nation ruins itself with 
racial and class division, debt, 
taxation, eternal wars and 
university grads without 
knowledge... this is the goal of 
communism, not equality of the 
masses. There's always a class on 

top of these communist based race/class divisions.  That class is now 
formed and it fills government to the brim. The ultimate goal is coming into 
view... as the financialists on WallStreet and their masters, prime the motor 
of progressivism. The financial and political elite are aware, that as long as 
government workers get a paycheck and pension... as long as WallStreet 
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bankers can print money to 'pay' the debt incurred by foolish progressive 
government... and as long as the producers in America can be forced to 
pay taxes to fund the whole mess, it will continue. 

 But we are watching. Watching as America plummets along the Wilson-
FDR-Johnson-Cliton-Obama racialist-debt-go-round... We all should be 
wondering if enough young people can be re-educated in time, to see 
history before it overtakes them. America's success cannot be legislated to 
a new welfarism border hopping majority. The real goal of racialism is 
simply using a mob majority to vote redistribution from the owners. As more 
producers leave the country, wealth, income and death taxes will simply be 
pegged upward to cover the new welfarism receivers. Not going to work out 
well. 
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